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99.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :   Has there not been a
development of industries since their provincialisa-
tion and transfer ?—I could not answer that.    The
major industries that come to us are really All-India
industries, and not provincial industries at all.
 100.	Consequently you do not know. ?—No.
 101.	Sir Zulfiqar AH Khan :   Could you tell me if
you are Secretary for Railways also ?—No.  The Chiet
Commissioner also acts as Railway Secretary.
 102.	Could  you   please   tell  me  if  there  is  any
correspondence  taking  place  between  the  Govern
ment of India and the Home Government ?—I do
not know on what point.
 103.	With regard to this Imperial preference ?—
There is no correspondence on the  subject to my
knowledge.
 104.	So, that question is not being discussed at
present ?—It was discussed at the Imperial Confer
ence, and its proceedings are published.    If you look
up the proceedings of 1923 when it was discussed,
you will find what attitude was taken by Sir Charles
Innes representing the Government of India and the
Indian delegation, of which the Secretary of State
was the leader.
 105.	May   I   know  if  the   Government  of   India
themselves are considering this point ?—No.
 106.	Sir Arthur Froom :   Sir Geoffrey, might I ask
you if you consider it part of your duty as Commerce
Secretary to keep yourself in touch with commercial
opinion  throughout the country,  both  Indian  and
British,  and might I suggest that no great step or
alteration or legislation affecting commerce is ever
taken without some such enquiry throughout India
of all commercial bodies ?—Yes, we always consult
all  commercial   bodies  either  by  letter,   or  if  the
matter is an important one, we always go and discuss
with them personally the terms of the Bill that we
are going to bring forward, except of course tariff
Bills.

 107.	So the Commerce department is not merely
administering from  the heights  of   Simla* or  from
Delhi ?—No, we are very much in touch with com
mercial bodies in all commercial centres.
 108.	With every commercial body, whether Indian
or British ?—Yes, Indian or British.
 109.	Lord Strathcona:   One question about-com
mercial treaties.    It appears that India has not the
power to enter into direct negotiations with foreign
countries in the same way that I think the Dominions
can and 'that India has separate conventions with
foreign  powers  which   are  negotiated  through  the
Foreign Office ?—Yes, that is correct.
 110.	Do  you  consider the fact that these con-
•ventions are negotiated through the Foreign Office
on behalf of the Government of India is hi any way detrimental to the interests of India ?—Very much to her benefit. We have the experienced advice and assistance of the Foreign Office, and His Majesty's Ambassadors to negotiate our affairs for us in a way that we can never hope to do.
111.	And it causes no delay ?—They are extremely
prompt.
115. I should like to ask you about the representation of commerce in the Legislative Assembly. What is the total representation ?—There are 4 members in the Assembly representing Indian commercial interests. The Indian Merchants Cham-ber of Bombay has a representative ; and for Bengal, the Bengal National Chamber, the Mahajan Sabha and the Marwari Association elept a member in rotation, i.e. one'for the first Assembly one for lie second Assembly and one for the thu-d Assembly. For Madras, a member is elected to represent Indian commerce by all Indian firms paying income-tax on incomes of not less than Rs. 10,000 derived from business; and then there is a representative of the Bombay millowners and Ahmedabad mfflowners m rotation. In the Council of State European commerce is represented; there is one member for tiie Bengal Chamber one for the Bombay Chamber and one for
 the Burma Chamber. Indian commerce is thus represented in the Assembly and European commerce in the Council of State. It has been a grievance on the part of the European commercial bodies that they are not represented in the Assembly.
 116.	I suppose there is a considerable number of
business   men   from   other  constituencies   who   are
directly elected ?—Yes.
 117.	In your opinion has commerce and industry
on the whole been given a fair show in the Assembly ?
—The general view of the Assembly is that it has been
given too much of a show.
 118.	That means the majority do not care ?—It
is sometimes said that nearly all the legislation is
commercial.
 119.	The  representation  in  the Assembly  is not
confined either  to European or Indian but it repre
sents both ?—The special commercial representation
in the Assembly is entirely Indian, but the repre
sentatives in the Assembly from the general European
constituencies are often commercial men ;    and  as
a matter of fact in order to meet the complaint that
the   European  commercial  bodies  made  that  they
had no direct representation in the Assembly, we
have arranged in the last two Assemblies to nominate
one member to represent the Associated Chambers,
that is, the European Chambers.
 120.	Is there any feeling of antagonism between
Indian   and   European   trade   in  the   Assembly ?—
Undoubtedly.
 121.	Is it not rather a mistake to have a special
section of commerce represented, either for European
or for Indian ?—I think strong arguments could be
urged against it.    But on the other hand it is only
fair to say that the Coastal Reservation Bill to which
a reference was made was introduced by a member
elected by a general constituency, and not by the
member elected by the commercial constituency.
12?. I suppose the trouble is that you cannot get direct representation of commerce except through some formal body which would be either European or Indian ?—No ; but on the ether hand there are quite a number of business men, elected both by European constituencies and by Indian general constituencies. I am not prepared to say that special representation in the Assembly is necessary in the interests of commerce.
The Chairman : Gentlemen, if you consider the present composition of the Legislative Assembly, you get one elected European member for Madras, one elected European member for the United Provinces, two elected European members for Bombay, three elected European members for Bengal, one for Assam and one for Burma. So that if in their cases business people get returned, you have, though under a different title, gentlemen who might be expected to understand the problems of European commerce. Do you think, Sir Arthur Froom, that the arrangement of distributing the European commercial elected members in this way works well ?
Sir Arthur Froom: The European Chambers-of Commerce have always held that there should be seats for them in the Legislative Assembly where the majority of legislation starts.
The Chairman: Of course one of the non-official
nominated seats is held by a representative of the
Associated Chambers of Commerce, but this has been
done under the discretionary power vested in the
Governor-General to nominate. It is not in the rate;
it is not done in the same way in which those five
nominated non-official members are chosen, namely
the representatives cf the Depressed Classes, Anglo-
Indians, Labour Interests and Indian Christians	
The Witness: A member representing the Associated Chambers of Commerce was nominated in response to a demand from the^ European Chambers that they should -be given representation in the Assembly ; 'it is" comparatively recent.

